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Physical modeling of wind energy conversion systems
in laboratory conditions
Zahari Zarkov
Abstract: The article presents the experience of the author in the area of the physical modeling of
wind energy conversion systems (WECS) with different types of electric generators and electronic
converters. A small power test benches are developed in the Laboratory of Renewable Energy Sources
(Electrical aspects), Faculty of Electrical Engineering of the Technical University - Sofia that give the
possibility to study the processes in WECS in laboratory with small power models. Wind turbine
emulators are also discussed. The wind turbine is replaced by DC motor drive with appropriate control
algorithm that simulates the characteristics and behavior of wind turbine. The application of flexible
dSPACE microprocessor platform allows implementing the control of the electronic converters in the
system, but it also makes possible to monitor and change the control parameters of a running system.
Integration with Matlab/Simulink gives great possibility to quickly test control models that are already
simulated. Some experimental results from created physical models of WEPS are also presented and
discussed.
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Физическо моделиране на ветроенергийни преобразувателни системи в лабораторни
условия (Захари Зарков). В статията е представен опитът на автора в областта на физическото моделиране на ветроенергийни преобразувателни системи (ВЕПС) с различни видове електрически генератори и електронни преобразуватели. В лабораторията по възобновяеми източници на енергия (електрически аспекти), Електротехнически факултет на Технически университет - София са разработени стендове, които дават възможност за изследване на процесите
във ВЕПС в лабораторни условия посредством модели с малка мощност. Представени са и създадените емулатори на вятърни турбини. Вятърната турбина се заменя с постояннотоково
задвижване с подходящ алгоритъм за управление, който симулира характеристиките и поведението на вятърната турбина. Прилагането на гъвкава микропроцесорна платформа dSPACE
позволява осъществяването на управлението на електронните преобразуватели в системата,
но също така дава възможност за наблюдение и промяна на параметрите на работеща система. Интеграцията с Matlab/Simulink дава възможност за бързо тестване на модели за управление, които вече са симулирани. Представени и са дискутирани и някои експериментални
резултати от създадените физически модели на ВЕПС.
Ключови думи – dSPACE платформа, физическо моделиране, ветроенергийни преобразувателни системи, вятърни генератори

Introduction
Wind energy is already widely used for electricity
generation worldwide and is one of the main
alternatives to the fossil fuels - coal, oil and natural gas.
Reducing air pollution and stopping climate change are
the main drivers for the development of wind energy
technology worldwide, including in Bulgaria.
The European Union is now setting a new ambitious
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goal to combat climate change, namely to reduce net
carbon emissions by 40% by 2030 and later to zero in
2050. The ultimate goal is to achieve a carbon-neutral
economy. One of the directions for achieving this goal
is to increase the share of energy from renewable
sources. For the Republic of Bulgaria there are goals
for gradual increase of the use of renewable energy
sources (RES) up to 27% by 2030, according to the
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„Integrated energy and climate plan of the Republic of
Bulgaria 2021-2030“ [1].
Wind energy is already broadly used for electricity
production all over the world. The number and capacity
of installed wind turbines in large wind farms and in
small installations is constantly increasing [2]. As a
result, the share of energy produced with these
alternative and environmentally friendly technologies
is also increasing. In Bulgaria, the share of wind energy
in the total amount of electricity produced in recent
years reaches 4%.
In technical aspect, one of the main challenges in
the use of wind energy is its random and unpredictable
nature. This creates serious problems for the network
operators due to the constant change of the power
generated by the wind turbines. This is due to the fact
that they usually operate in the mode of maximum
power available from the wind in order to increase the
electricity produced. This raises some important issues
that need to be addressed in the operation of Wind
Energy Conversion Systems (WECS) like: power
control of all stages of energy conversion chain;
operation at maximum power or at reduced power in
order to meet the grid operator requirements; need for
compensation of power fluctuations.
One of the most important aspects of research in the
field of WECS is the ability to compare analytically
obtained results with experimental data. In the
laboratory, the use of high-power machines, in the
order of megawatts, is an extremely difficult and
expensive undertaking, which is not always feasible.
Scientific practice has adopted the use of physical
models that correspond to the structure and functions
of large wind turbines in terms of converting energy
into electricity, but with low power, which is
appropriate to install in a laboratory [3].
The Laboratory of Renewable Energy Sources
(Electrical Aspects) at the Faculty of Electrical
Engineering of the Technical University – Sofia,
Bulgaria has conditions and a significant material base
of the most modern level for research in the field of
renewable energy sources.
This article presents the experience of the author
and the team of the Laboratory of RES in the field of
modeling and creation of physical models of WECS
(experimental test benches) with a relatively small
power of 1-3 kW with different types of electric
generators.
The main challenges in the physical modeling of
WECS are: creation of adequate emulators of wind
turbines to replace the real wind turbine in laboratory
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conditions; development and creation of three-phase
electronic converters with low power; realization and
implementation of the control of the electronic
converters on a suitable controller; realization of
suitable sensors and transducers for currents, voltages,
speed and position of the rotor of the electric machines.
Wind turbine emulators
In electrical laboratories, the use of real wind
turbines, even at low power, is very difficult because it
is necessary to have a wind tunnel and a wind turbine.
Therefore, the most commonly used solution to this
problem is to replace the turbine with an electric motor
with adjustable speed. But this is not enough, because
wind turbines have specific mechanical characteristics,
which also depend on the wind speed, as well as the
mechanism for regulating the power of the turbine.
Therefore, it is necessary to build special devices called
Wind Turbine Emulators (WTE), which mimic the
characteristics and behavior of a wind turbine. They are
based on an electric drive with a specific control, which
will make the drive behave like a wind turbine [4], [5].
Although AC motors are increasingly used in
electric drives [4], in this particular application, classic
DC motors are very suitable due to the linear
relationship between armature current and torque,
which greatly simplifies control [5], [6].
Here are presented two emulators of wind turbines,
built on the basis of a DC motor. The general block
diagram of the emulators is shown in Fig. 1. A wind
turbine emulator consists of a DC motor (DCM), an
electronic converter and a converter control controller.
The controller receives data for wind speed from
central controller or manually. DCM drives the electric
generator, which is the load for the wind turbine.
For proper operation of the emulator, it is necessary
to introduce feedback on the speed and torque of the
motor. The main task of the controller is to calculate
and regulate the motor torque depending on the speed
of rotation, so as to accurately reproduce the
characteristics of the wind turbine at a given wind
speed. This is achieved by using a mathematical model
of the turbine to calculate the motor torque based on the
reference wind speed and the information by the speed
feedback. In the first, one of the developed WTE the
approach with torque feedback is used because of
availability of appropriate torque sensor in the test
bench. The electronic converter is a three-phase
thyristor-controlled rectifier. The WTE control is
implemented on Arduino platform.
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Fig. 1. Circuit of proposed DC-DC converter for PV panel.

Obviously, using a torque sensor is not always an
affordable solution because these sensors are
expensive. It is therefore possible to apply control using
motor current feedback. It is known that the armature
current of DCM is directly proportional to the
electromagnetic torque. In order to realize the control,
it is necessary to determine the torque constant of the
motor as well as the losses with which to make the
necessary corrections. This approach is used for the
realization of another WTE, where the motor is
supplied by 4-quadrant transistor chopper converter.
Here, the WTE control is implemented on a dSpace
ACE1104 platform.
In Fig. 2 is shown comparison of the calculated and
experimental characteristics of a WT emulator with a
DCM and thyristor rectifier.
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As it can be seen, the torque-speed characteristics
match very well with the theoretically calculated ones,
which means that the motor follows exactly the
characteristics of the emulated wind turbine at different
wind speeds. This high accuracy is achieved due to the
fact that the torque of the motor shaft is measured and
regulated directly.
In Fig. 3 is shown comparison of the calculated and
experimental characteristics of a WT emulator with
DCM and a transistor chopper converter. The graphs
show that the practically obtained torque characteristics
follow well theoretically calculated ones. The
experimental characteristics are always higher than the
theoretical, with a maximum difference of 0.4 Nm,
which is an error below 10% for most characteristics.
The tendency of the experimental characteristics to
deviate from the theoretical ones may be due to
inaccuracy in current measurement, inaccurate
determination of the motor torque constant, inaccurate
speed measurement, as well as inaccuracies in
compensation of internal losses in the motor.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the calculated and experimental
characteristics of a WT emulator with DCM and transistor
chopper converter. The calculated characteristics are
shown with solid lines, and the experimentally obtained
ones - with markers.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the calculated and experimental
characteristics of a WT emulator with DCM and thyristor
rectifier. The calculated characteristics are shown with
solid lines, and the experimentally obtained ones - with
markers.
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Physical modelling of WECS with synchronous
generators
It is known that in order for a wind turbine to operate
at its maximum power at different wind speeds, it is
necessary to change the speed of rotation of the turbine
and the electric generator. This requires the connection
of the generator to the electrical network through a
power electronic converter to adapt the parameters of
the generated electricity to the requirements of the grid.
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In WECS with synchronous generators, two converters
are used, connected in series - a rectifier and an
inverter, which may have different topologies. One of
the most often used scheme is the combination of two
three-phase voltage-source converters – “back-toback.”
The schematic diagram of the stand for physical
modelling of WECS with synchronous generator
realized in the Laboratory of Renewable Energy
Sources (Electrical Aspects) is shown in Fig. 4.
The test bench consists of:
• Wind turbine emulator with a DC motor as
described above.
• Three-phase synchronous generator with
electromagnetic excitation with power 1.5kW,
voltage 400 V, current 2.2 A and rotation speed
1500 min-1.
• Two 3-phase transistor converters with IGBT –
back-to-back.
• Grid side LCL filter and generator side LC filter.
• Sensors for voltage and current for the generator,
grid and DC link.
• Specialized microprocessor platform for control
and monitoring dSpace DS1104.
• User real-time application for control of power
converters and WTE and user interface built in
dSpace ControlDesk environment.
The electronic converters are controlled by a realPWM rectifier

time software running on DS1104 microprocessor
platform. The software is developed using RTLIB
(Real-Time Libraries) in Matlab/Simulink environment
and compiled for DS1104 board. The sample time of
running application is 200 μs, which is fast enough for
the controllers.
The control method of the synchronous generator,
which is implemented in the real-time software is Unity
power factor control. This control method involves
maintaining the power factor of the generator terminals
to be equal to 1. Thus, the phase angle between stator
phase voltage and current is zero. This control method
is chosen because of its simplicity and most important
– it does not require a rotor position sensor. Actually, it
is a vector control but the orientation is done by the SG
stator voltage.
The inverter is controlled using voltage-oriented
control (VOC). The orientation is performed by digital
software-based PLL. Despite its possibility of
exchanging reactive power with the grid, the grid-side
converter is operated also with power factor equal to 1.
An example of voltages and current waveforms in
the test bench are shown in Fig. 5.
It should be noted that the distortions in the currents
are due to the dead time in the transistor switching signals and some distortions in the grid voltage. Besides,
the power of the model is quite low for 400 V voltage
level, which also contributes for current low-order harmonic content.
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Fig. 4. Sheme of phisical model of WESC with synchronous generator and back-to-back converter.
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is shown in Fig. 6. It involves:
• Variable speed DC motor drive.
• Three-phase induction generator with wound rotor: power 1.5 kW, voltage 400 V, current 3.6 A
and synchronous rotation speed 1500 min-1.
• Two 3-phase transistor converters with MOSFET
– back-to-back.
• Grid side LCL filter and transformer.
• Sensors for voltages and currents for the generator,
grid and DC link.
• Specialized microprocessor platform for control
and monitoring dSpace DS1103.
• User real-time application for control of power
converters with user interface built in dSpace
ControlDesk environment.
The control of power converters is implemented on
a DS1103 microprocessor board. The software is compiled from a Simulink model using dSpace Real-Time
Libraries. The developed Simulink model for control of
power converters is shown in Fig. 7. The whole process
is monitored and adjusted via developed graphic user
interface in dSpace ControlDesk environment. The
sample step is 50 μs – fast enough for all control
purposes.
The control method for the generator is direct power
control – the stator active power is controlled using a
reference from the algorithm for maximum power point
tracking of the wind turbine. This algorithm is chosen
to be optimum torque control, because it is based only
on the rotation speed of the turbine, which is directly
related to the generator speed.

Fig. 5. Oscillogram of generator voltage and current (up)
and grid voltage and current (bottom) in a WECS with SG
physical model. Generator speed - 1330 rpm,
output power - 815 W.

Physical modelling of WECS with induction
generators
The most widely used scheme with induction generators in WECS is Doubly-Fed Induction Generator
(DFIG). It involves a wound rotor induction machine
and bidirectional power converter connected in rotor
circuit. The converter is of type back-to-back - already
explained above. The main advantage of this configuration is that the power of electronic converter should
be only around 30% of total electrical power of WECS
(compared to full power necessary for synchronous
generator WECS). The main disadvantages are: very
complicated control of power converters and use of
wound rotor machine.
The scheme of physical model of WESC with DFIG
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Fig. 6. Scheme of physical model of WESC with doubly-fed induction generator.
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Fig. 7. Matlab/Simulink model of the control of power electronic converters for DFIG WECS phisical model.
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The created test bench is used for various
experiments and some results are presented here. In
Fig. 8 shows an experimental result for currents and
voltages in the test bench during operation of the
generator with subsynchronous speed of 1340 rpm. The
rotor current is much bigger than the stator one because
of the machine construction.

The good level of coincidence between the
experimental and theoretical results proves the
adequacy of and the good performance of the
developed simulation models, as well as the established
control of the electronic converters and the machine.
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Fig. 10. Experimental waveforms of grid-side converter in
DFIG test bench. Current (0.5 A/div), grid voltage
(200 V/div), consumed power from the grid 340 W.

Fig. 8. Experimental waveforms of rotor current (10A/div),
stator current (2A/div) and grid voltage (200V/div) in
DFIG test bench. Speed - 1340rpm, Stator power - 652W.

Fig. 9 shows experimental current and voltage
waveforms of grid-side three-phase converter when it
consumes 340 W power from the grid and induction
generator operates in subsynchronous speed.

The test bench with DFIG is also used for detailed
identification and study of loss distribution in the whole
system – electric machine, power converters and
transformer. The result for power loss distribution at
given mode of operation is depicted in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. Loss distribution in DFIG configuration under
operation with: speed 1200 rpm, stator active power
P=1065 W, stator reactive power Q=0 Var, rotor power
593 W, total generated power 472 W.
Fig. 9. Experimental waveforms of grid-side converter in
DFIG test bench. Current (0.5 A/div), grid voltage
(200 V/div), consumed power from the grid 340 W.

In Fig. 10 is shown comparison of simulation and
experimental results for transient mode of operation of
the DFIG system. The reference for machine stator
active power is changed and the response is registered.
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It may be concluded that the main power loss occurs
in the iron of the machine. There are also significant
losses in the machine rotor as well as in the grid-side
converter and transformer.
In following figures are shown pictures of the
created physical models of WECS with synchronous
generator and DFIG in the Laboratory.
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Fig. 12. General view of test bench for WESC with synchronous generator and back-to-back converter connected to the grid.

Fig. 13. General view of test bench for WESC with DFIG.

Conclusion
The article presents stands for physical modeling of
wind power conversion systems with synchronous
generator and with doubly-fed induction generator
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developed in the Laboratory of RES (electrical
aspects), Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Technical
University - Sofia. The created emulators of wind
turbines based on variable speed DC motor drives are
also presented. Both physical models use the dSPACE
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microprocessor platform, which not only controls the
electronic converters, but also makes it possible to
monitor and change the control parameters when the
system is running. This allows fine-tuning of the
parameters of the controllers, for example, and saves a
lot of time as it is not necessary to change the code and
compile the program every time. The integration with
Matlab/Simulink gives a lot of flexibility for fast
testing of control models that have already been
simulated and their qualities have to be checked in real
conditions. The simulation models, which give reliable
results, are implemented practically without large
deviations from the intended behavior, which saves
labor and financial resources in case of possible
damage to the equipment due to malfunction. A number
of experimental results have been obtained, which
prove the operability of the stands and their compliance
with the large wind generators. The developed physical
models represent a flexible solution for verification of
theoretical researches of the operation of the energy
converters and the control systems in WECS.
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